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Cable ties have to be able to meet the most varied demands these days as they are used in the
widest range of operations â€” from the simple bundling of cables with cable ties to the
absolutely specific use of cable ties under extreme conditions. You are looking for the heat
shrink tubing meeting your application requirements best? The key factors to which we owe our
success are the unique and quite specific properties of our heat shrink tubing. No cable can
meet the demands posed today in terms of abrasion resistance, tensile strength and form
consistency or impact resistance without having appropriate cable protection. Cable protection
tubes Professional and skilful electrical installation requires not only well-trained specialists,
but also a well thought-out range of products. To help electricians and engineers make their
work more safe and efficient You are looking for cable labels, wire labels or cable tags?
HellermannTyton offers a wide range of identification solutions for industrial use. Learn more
now. From manual and pneumatic cable tie guns to automatic cable tie guns, Hellermanntyton
offers a wide range of cable tie tensioning tools for a variety of requirements. Always reliable
and comfortable and ideal for long-term use. From standard spiral hoses for office use to flame
retardant spiral cable wraps to heat and chemical resistant cable wraps for industry: Discover
our portfolio here. With HelaTape HellermannTyton provides a wide range of PVC- and
rubber-based electrical tapes for sealing, insulation and bundling of cable and conduits. The
EdgeClip is a cable-fastening solution that enables the flexible routing of wires, cable
harnesses, conduits and pipes in a variety of industrial applications, including the automotive
sector. Construction projects around the Persian Gulf are booming. Due to the great demand for
professional services and high-quality products, HellermannT Global Home Print Compare
selected products 0 My watchlist. Professional Cable Management. Cable Ties and Fixings
Cable ties have to be able to meet the most varied demands these days as they are used in the
widest range of operations â€” from the simple bundling of cables with cable ties to the
absolutely specific use of cable ties under extreme conditions. Heat shrink tubing You are
looking for the heat shrink tubing meeting your application requirements best? Cable Protection
Conduits No cable can meet the demands posed today in terms of abrasion resistance, tensile
strength and form consistency or impact resistance without having appropriate cable
protection. Electrical Installation Professional and skilful electrical installation requires not only
well-trained specialists, but also a well thought-out range of products. Cable labels, wire labels
for industrial identification You are looking for cable labels, wire labels or cable tags? Cable tie
guns From manual and pneumatic cable tie guns to automatic cable tie guns, Hellermanntyton
offers a wide range of cable tie tensioning tools for a variety of requirements. Cable wraps,
spiral wraps From standard spiral hoses for office use to flame retardant spiral cable wraps to
heat and chemical resistant cable wraps for industry: Discover our portfolio here. Cable clips
for edges: fasten cables without drilling The EdgeClip is a cable-fastening solution that enables
the flexible routing of wires, cable harnesses, conduits and pipes in a variety of industrial
applications, including the automotive sector. Media Centre Product movies and application
videos Product clips, application and instructional videos. Exhibitions Showcasing our product
range. Showcasing our product range. Stay in touch with us! Processing of your data.
HellermannTyton uses cookies and analysis tools to provide you with the best user experience.
Cookies facilitate site usage and ensure that relevant information is delivered. They help us to
improve our services and website. Manage preferences here Accept and continue. Manage your
cookie preferences. Our aim is to offer you the best possible user experience on our website
whilst ensuring that it runs reliably and securely. To do this, we require information which we
collect with the aid of cookies. For example, cookies tell us what sort of device you are using
and your internet browser settings. You can read more about the cookies we use below. You
have the right to decide whether you wish to allow certain types of cookies or not. Please
change the default settings if you prefer to block certain cookies. Do bear in mind though that
blocking certain cookies can affect your user experience on our website. Accept and continue.
Technically required cookies always active These cookies cannot be deactivated in our system,
as they are necessary for the functioning of the website. These cookies do not store any
personal data and are usually only set in response to actions you take. Examples include filling
out forms, a login, or your privacy settings. Although you have the option of setting your
browser to block cookies or to inform you about them, please note that some areas of our
website will not function as a consequence of restricting them. Performance cookies activate
With the help of these cookies we count traffic sources and visits. This provides us with
information on the performance of our website and where we can improve. All information
collected by these cookies is aggregated and completely anonymous. These cookies help us to
answer questions such as: How do users navigate our website? Which pages on our website
are used the least and which the most? You can block these cookies, however, by doing so, you
deny us important information used to continually improve the user experience on our website.

Marketing cookies activate Marketing cookies help publishers and advertising partners to
deliver relevant content and advertisements to you on third-party websites. For this purpose, a
profile of your interests is created. Instead of personal data, the identification and allocation of
your profile is based on your browser and device combination and is completely anonymous.
Privacy statement Confirm these preferences. Welcome to the12volt's Install Bay members'
downloads section. This is an exclusive section available only to our members. You must log in
before you may begin downloading files. Please Note: Many of these files were uploaded
directly by members of the12volt's Install Bay. While we attempt to scan all files for viruses
before making them available to you, we strongly recommend that you scan any and all files for
viruses before opening them. Close Menu. Car Security. Ohm's Law Calculators. Relay
Diagrams. Subwoofer Wiring. Vehicle Wiring. Recent Topics. Site Search. Site Menu. Advanced
Search. Or enter a search term. Your ad blocker is preventing this page from displaying
correctly. All Files Displaying files in all categories. Displaying 1 - 30 of 1, files. Please scan all
files for viruses before opening. Associated wiring diagrams for the cruise control system of a
Honda Civic. Radio diagram Driver power seat circuit Directechs install manual Wiring diagram
for amplified audio system for Volkswagon Cabriolet Alarm, Remote Start wiring DEI installation
instructions Windshield wiper and washer wiring diagram ABS wiring diagram for Acura Integra
Wiring diagram for the charging system of Acura Integra Troubleshooting charging system light
for Acura Integra Wiring diagram for Cadillac Eldorado non-Bose radio Steering column
connector location and wiring. Service manual electrical repair section for 94 Nissan Pathfinder
Wiring diagram. This should work on cars. Search the12volt. Follow the12volt. Any user
assumes the entire risk as to the accuracy and use of this information. Please verify all wire
colors and diagrams before applying any information. Browse or Search for Files. Displaying
files in all categories. Added By. Date Added. Big Dog. Always wanted - individual or quantities
of machine-tool literature of all kinds and in any language. Please phone: or e-mail: manuals
lathes. All our publications are high-resolution scans, cleaned and post-scanned prepared,
printed on top-qualityg paper to preserve as much detail as possible and bound with a clear
cover and card back:. Congratulations on the high quality of the material. I have not seen better
copies or binding anywhere, and I appreciate it! A lot of time, effort and skill must have been
spent to get such high-quality reproductions. Best regards, John Coobick. Thank you for the
very prompt receipt of the various manuals. Incredible range of information. Superbly printed,
bound and packaged and impeccable service. Thanks very much. As you probably know, you're
not the only English supplier of manuals for aging machines, but by my experiment by far the
best. Great work. Sincerely, Peer Klarskov. Thanks for the manual, I will now strip the lathe to its
last nut and bolt and give it an overhaul. I would not have thought about doing this without your
help and amazing site with its detailed information. A fantastic Web Site - a reference for all.
Many thanks, Alan Whitaker. Click here for alternative ordering instructions including PayPal,
credit and debit cards and bank transfers. Operating Instructions and Illustrated Spares Sheets
for all the models made plus a large set 75 pages of advertisement and technical specification
pages from to showing all the Craftsman lathes. Operator's Instructions and Parts as Annotated
Photographs. Includes an Electrical Diagram. Operating and Adjustment Instructions with
useful cross-sectional drawings of the spindle assembly and an Electrical Diagram. Operating
and Adjustment Instructions with some useful cross-sectional drawings and Electrical
Schematics. Text in English, German and Swedish. Operating and Maintenance Instructions.
Operator's Instruction and Maintenance Manual. Includes a copy of the useful page Technical
Sales and Specification Catalogue. Includes a copy of the detailed Sales and Specification
catalogue. Operator's Instruction and Maintenance Manual with some useful sectional drawings
and electrical schematics. Not a first-class copy but readable. English or French Text. Includes
a copy of the very useful page Sales and Specification and Accessories catalogue showing the
full range of attachments and extras. Instruction Manual and Exploded-view Parts Manual. Both
English and German-language versions are included - the latter having a number of extra
illustrations. Instruction and Maintenance Manual. Magnificent page publication that has
cut-away pictures of most mechanical parts and includes the Use of Accessories together with
a complete Parts Manual with detailed Exploded Assembly Diagrams. English, German and
French Text. English and French text German text version also available. Full-size edition with
English, French and German text. Includes a copy of the Parts Manual - which is presented as
useful exploded-component drawings - and details of the rotary tables and division charts. The
text of the manual is in English, French and German - the catalogue text is German. The latter
has a Parts List with useful exploded-component drawings and clearly illustrated Maintenance
Instructions. Also includes electrical diagrams. Parts Manual as useful Exploded Component
Drawings. As a complete background guide to these lathes and how they function, this is the
most complete publication ever issued. This is the best manual available to get these machines

working efficiently. Operator's Manual. Large Format. Detailed Operator's handbook. Parts
Catalogue as Photographs and Sectional Drawings. Parts Catalogue as Exploded Component
Drawings. Detailed page publication. Parts Manual as Exploded Component Drawings. Parts
Manual. Detailed Operator's Instruction and Maintenance Manual with fault-finding charts and
electrical schematics. It includes: 1 A very comprehensive Manual with over pages that contains
detailed Operating and Maintenance Manual - it's probably the best instruction manual ever
produced by a lathe manufacturer. Instruction Manual with hydraulic and lubrication
schematics. Operator's Instruction Manual. Installation Manual. Installation Instruction Manual.
Reference-Instruction Manual. This edition is the most complete available and unusual in
showing all the different heads and power-feed table gearboxes, etc. Covers all years of
production and includes all 8 known electrical diagrams culled from various editions over the
years plus the Quinton Crane Table Drive Motor Instructions and Electrical Schematic. Covers
all versions from hand to automatic-feed types. Includes three versions of the Technical Sales
and Specification Catalogue. Includes a Technical Sales and Specification Catalogue. Includes a
copy of the Technical Sales and Specification Brochure. Stop and Cutter relief. Bridgeport
Vertical Heads. Maintenance and Exploded-diagram Parts Manual covering all heads offered as
optional-extra on all types of Adcock and Shipley Miller. Instruction Manual. Speed Control
Instruction Book. Complete data pack including MA and MAA above together with 6 works
photographs of "show" machines. Operating Instructions. Operating Instructions and Electrical
Diagrams. Operation Instructions with Parts as Sectional Drawings. Covers how to operate on
all on models as used on a variety of Colchester, Harrison and other makes of lathe. Both the
dial-selector and lever-selector models are covered - though not all styles of body casting are
shown - these varying with the particular machine to which they were fitted. Operation
Instructions with 5 Sectional drawings. Includes copies of the maker's Technical Specification
and sales catalogue. Phone: for details. Includes reproductions of the often damaged
screwcutting and feeds charts. Operator's Instruction and Maintenance Instructions. Just a
single publication appears to have been issued for these machines - the only differences being
in centre height and capacity. Includes a number of Electrical Schematics. Spare Parts Manual
as useful Sectional Drawings. These were built in early and late versions. The earlier model had
a vertical head with two parallel rows of push-button switches on the front face with the 2-speed
motor switch immediately above and, on the top face of the head, at the front, two levers - one
of a toggle type the other moving radially in a slot. The head on the later lacked the electrical
push-button controls. This is the most complete of the three editions published and also has for
the later machines larger and much clearer parts drawings. Two versions of the later vertical
head were produced; V-belt drive and variable-speed drive and this manual covers both.
Operator's Instruction and Maintenance Manual with electrical schematic. No manual was ever
issued for this attachment but the maker's Sales and Technical Specification brochure contains
a good deal of useful information about how the device can be emloyed. Two editions are
included, early and late, Together with two editions of the maker's Sales and Specification and
Specification Sheets. These shapers are often without any maker's identification marks but are
instantly identifiable by the very large circular boss that takes up almost the whole of the
right-hand side face. Also applies to the original Mk. The early manuals were rather thin so
included is a copy of the very comprehensive manual for the Mk. Detailed Operator's
Instructions. This large page triple-edition Manual also covers: "All multi-head and special types
of GHS Engraving machines" - for example, the Model was a 2B but fitted with a slightly smaller
table, pantograph and spindle for undertaking finer work. Not a manual but a detailed
"Technical" Sales and Specification and Specification Catalogue that contains useful operating
data, charts and details of the complete accessory range and how to mount it - includes two
additional separate Sales and Specification and Specification sheets. This is a complete data
pack for the machine and includes all available printed data. This consists early and late
manuals for the simpler SO model together with the full manual for the more complex and
versatile SOE. Also included is copy of the maker's Sales and Accessories Catalogue and all the
relevant extracts from the Deckel Technical Bulletins. Very comprehensive instructions
including cutter profiles, tool angles, cutting speeds, how to grind back rack angles, pointed
cutters, tapered cutters, twist-drill grinding attachment, single lip cutters, grinding
straight-toothed cylindrical or tapered two-lip or three-tooth cutters with concentric or off-centre
radii. This edition Includes both Mk. Includes two blue-print sized sectional drawings together
with speed, feed, screwcutting and electrical charts. Includes Hydraulic and Electrical
Schematics. Programming and Operations Manual. Detailed Instruction Manual. Detailed
Processor Manual. Instruction Manual with Schematics. User Manual. Operation Instructions.
English, French, German and Italian Text. Operator's Instructions. English or German Text.
English, French, German and Spanish Text. USA Army edition. Operator's Instruction and

Maintenance Manual with useful sectional drawings, annotated photographs of various
assemblies and a Wiring Diagram. Two editions of the manuals are included, one with Exploded
Component Parts Drawings and the other with sectional and cut-away drawings. Servo
Controller Series D. Instruction Book, Maintenance Manual with Electrical Schematics and
copies of the often worn screwcutting and feeds charts. Programming Manual. Italian text. Parts
Manual as annotated Pictures. French and German Text no English Edition was published. Well
Illustrated. Operator's Instruction Manual and Maintenance Manual. Operating Instructions with
Parts as Exploded Drawings. Includes a copy of the maker's Sales and Specification catalogue.
Includes a copy of the maker's Sales and Specification Catalogue. Includes a copy of the
Maker's Sales and Specification Catalog. Slim but very useful publication. Two editions
included in English and German. Includes a copy of the English Sales Catalogue. Operator's
Instructions and Spare Parts Lists. Spare Parts as individual photographs. The drill was also
available with a number of different tables including compound screw-feed or plain types and
shared its head with a number of radial-arm and other drills. The head can be recognised by its
circular speed-selector dial on the front face, two levers immediately above set in a rectangular
surround with one lever set in a cylindrical holder - medium-duty type - or a with a lever moving
horizontally through a left-to-right saw-tooth gate for the light-duty version, a fine-feed
handwheel set below and to the right of the spindle nose, usually a chin-supported
counterweight at the back and the motor mounted vertically towards the back of the head and
the top of the spindle end covered by a slightly tapered cover with a rounded top. The table was
either plain or a screw-feed or quick-action compound type. Circular, 2-lever speed selector on
face of head, low-speed lever to left and fine-feed lever to right. Counterweight on chain at back
of head Operation and Maintenance Instructions. Includes an electrical schematic and a copy of
the maker's Technical Sales and Specification and Specification Catalogue. Two editions of the
manual are included, early and late, for machines coded among others as and Installation,
Operator's Instruction and Maintenance Manual. Assembly and Operating Instructions. Includes
an electrical schematic. O Spot Welders. A complete guide to the use of Artos wire strippers.
Operator's Instruction and Maintenance Manual including a large general-arrangement and
Foundation drawing. Instruction Book with useful Sectional Drawings. Also includes a
dedicated sales catalogue with useful annotated pictures and foundation drawings. Includes
useful early and late Sales and Specification and Specification Catalogues. Large Scale
Foundation Plan. Also included is a comprehensive and useful Technical Sales and
Specification and Specification Catalogue with descriptions of the mechanisms, some Sectional
Drawings and annotated control charts. Includes two descriptive and well-illustrated catalogues
with annotated control pictures - one early, the other late. English or German text. Operator's
Instruction Manual and Maintenance Guide. A copy of the first-ever sales pages, a later rare
dedicated 6-inch catalog with every accessory illustrated and a copy of the sales sheet for the
"Craftsman" cloned version. Whilst the ordinary manual has just 8 pages this is a complete data
pack consisting of 61 pages. Whilst the ordinary manual has just 12 pages this is a collection of
44 pages. Includes a copy of a rare, early Catalogue. This lathe may be marked with the
following model numbers: , , , , , , A, B, C. It was also sold as the "Craftsman" and "Metalcraft"
models. A complete data pack of information that covers all models, from the first to last, is
available. It includes: 1 A comprehensive Owner's Manual with over pages that contains
detailed operating instructions for the lathe and its accessories together with Maintenance and
lubrication instructions - it's probably the best instruction book ever produced by a lathe
manufacturer. All the accessories are shown - enabling easy identification of any items that
might be found on the second-hand market. A large and heavy publication. Comprehensive
page Special Edition listing all the setting for Standard, metric and odd threads and feeds.
Separate Parts Manual as exploded component diagrams and a basic threading chart. Complete
Installation and Operator's Instruction Manual with extensive charts giving threads and feed
rates for every possible combination of gears and including threads not listed on the lathe.
Exploded components diagrams. Includes the first-edition, beautifully illustrated Sales and
Specification and Specification and Accessories Catalogue No. Includes 3 different very
detailed and interesting Sales and Specification and Specification and Accessories Catalogues
showing all models with accurate descriptions of their construction, parts, controls and the
extensive accessory range. This represents the totality of written and illustrated information
about these machines. All pages from the catalogs with details of Accessories and
Attachments: planers, shapers spindle moulders , mortising, drum sanding, etc. A3 and A
Spraying Units. Parts as sectional and Exploded component drawings. Spray Guns and Nozzles
- Maintenance Instructions. Spray gun ECC Grinder Slipmaskin LSS Operator's Instruction
Manual with Electrical Schematics. Includes a circuit diagram. User's Manual. Detailed
Instruction Manual with electrical schematics. Includes operating and Maintenance instructions

for the variable delivery hydraulic pump, Supplementary Instructions for the hydraulic system
and instructions for the lever-operated wedges. Manuals may be obtainable. Please e-mail your
requirements : tony lathes. Two Operation Manuals with sectional drawings through the main
components, an electrical schematic and screwcutting data. The two manuals are the original
for the AVM and the more complete addition for the Spartan Kadet. Not the best of
reproductions, but readable. Operation Manual with sectional drawings through the main
components and an electrical schematic. Manual and Parts Manual as Exploded-component
Drawings. Includes a copy of the maker's Technical Specification and Sales catalogue.
Illustrated Parts Manual. Includes and Electrical Schematic. Operating Instructions and Parts
Diagrams. Operators Instructions. Repair Parts Manual as sectional drawings. Includes
Electrical Schematic. Complete and Detailed coverage of how to use and maintain hobs. Parts
manual as Exploded Component Photographic plates. Lubrication Manual. Installation and
Instruction Manual. Operator's Instruction and Maintenance Booklet. Additional sheets cover
the Mk. Essential differences between the later and Mk. Control Circuits Chart, "Z" Axis
Electronic Gearbox connection diagram, and pneumatic and Hydraulic systems and automatic
oiling systems diagrams. Comprehensive Manual for models with Fanuc 11 controls. Includes
28 pages of Electrical Schematics. Includes a very interesting Bechler Company history,
background notes and data on materials, processes, cam design, types of belt to use and
numerous hints and tips for efficient and accurate production. The general operating
instructions and Cam-design data can be applied to any type of Swiss Automatic. Detailed
Operator's Instruction and Settings Manual with many useful sectional drawings. Drawings,
General Plans of Installation, Tables of Speeds and Instructions for Setting Up Includes many
sectional drawings and instructions for dismantling and adjustments. An original works copy,
not a reproduction. Detailed Operator's Instruction and Maintenance Manual. Headstock Spindle
Brake Instruction Manual. English and French language editions available. Instructions for
Calculating Cams and Production Times. Detailed Instructions for Setting. Detailed Instruction
Manual with Electrical schematics. Detailed Instruction Manual for both the single and twin-belt
types. Detailed Operating Instruction Manual for both the single and twin-belt types. Slotting
Attachment. Cross drilling milling Attachment. Massive Publication in English. Includes a copy
of the maker's Technical Sales Specification Catalogue. Operating Tables giving a complete
pictures of cam dimensions spindle speeds. Operator's Instruction and Maintenance Manual
with a hydraulic schematic. Includes two hydraulic Schematics. Franco - Italy. Operation and
Maintenance Manual. Includes sections on: Setting up, Description and Working of the Machine,
Operation, Maintenance and Special Devices Includes a section of useful annotated and
sectional drawings. Shows giant Hydro-electric units, propellers, Turbine casings and other
large jobs being machined. Installation, Operation and Maintenance Manual. Single-page
Operator's instructions. Single-sheet Operating Instructions with blade-setting and blade
regrinding advice. Operating and Service Instructions with a number of useful sectional
drawings. English, French and German text. Operator's hand book with Spares as Sectional and
Exploded Component Drawings and a copy of the 4-page Sales catalogue. Series lathes: TB.
Includes a copy of the maker's Sales and Specification and Specification Catalogue. Electrical
Diagrams, Hydraulic diagram, a large foundation plan for all sizes. Also has reproductions of
the often damaged or missing screwcutting charts, a copy of the Tolerance Chart and the
maker's Technical Specification and Accessories Catalogue. Operator's Instruction Manual with
4 large electrical, air and mechanical schematics. Comprehensive Operator's Instruction Manual
and detailed Sectional-drawings Parts Manual and dismantling instructions. Individual shown as
Photographs. Slender but useful volume. The most comprehensive book known on the subject covers every aspect in great detail. Operating and Maintenance Manual with Wiring Diagrams.
Unlike the South Bend book "How to Run a Lathe" this page edition concentrates in detail on
the 9-inch lathe, not the whole range, and thus contains much more information about how to
operate it as well as many screwcutting charts, lists of changewheels set-ups as machines left
the factory, metric conversions and other valuable data. A few mechanical details are different
but the operating procedures are identical. Includes: Welding - method of operation; Welding
various material; hints on cutting; care in hand ling cylinders, etc. An excellent primer.
Instruction and Maintenance Manual with Parts Manual. Instruction and Maintenance Manual
with Electrical Schematic. Operator's Instruction Manual and Parts Manual. Detailed and
well-illustrated Instruction and Maintenance Manual with photographs of the external faces and
control levers and switches and all the inside components. Includes a copy of the Technical
Sales and Specification and Specification catalogue. General Guide to their use, Model Types
and Capabilities. Operator's Instruction Manual with Sectional Drawings. Operating Instructions
with indexing tables for dividing head. Shows the complete range of accessories, vertical
heads, rotary tables, angular tables, cutting and chucking tools, arbors, collets, boring bars,

clamping tools and additional equipment, The section on vertical heads and rotary tables shows
fittings, flanges, dimensions, swivels, etc. Poor quality copy. The lathe manual and catalogue is
in German but the parts manual, and the early catalogues in English. Operator's manual with
electrical schematic. Detailed Instruction and Maintenance Manual with large fold-out electrical,
cam and chart schematics. Detailed Operating Instructions with a number of useful Sectional
Drawings. Includes instructions for the ZF Electromagnetic Clutches with sectional drawings.
Includes a copy of the maker's detailed Sales and Technical Specification Catalogue. English
text. Includes a very detailed page Technical Specification Catalogue with useful explanations
about the lathe's control systems. Operating Instructions with screwcutting charts, useful
sectional drawings through the headstock and a very useful and detailed Technical Sales and
Accessories Catalogue with control and operation explanations. English or German Editiona
available. However, a large selection of interesting and well-produced technical advertising
literature is available on the Catalogues Pages Boley F1 Super-precision Watchmakers' Lathe.
Not a manual but a very detailed and informative Sales Catalogue that explains clearly how to
use the lathe for the specialised work of which it was capable. Not a Manual but a detailed 44
page catalogue that shows the complete range of clutches in cross section together with tables
of essential data. Detailed Specification and Operation Literature that shows, by illustrated
examples, how to set up and use these machines. Parts as Exploded Component Drawings.
English and German Language Edition. Manual No. Operating and Maintenance instructions. A
complete, high-quality page publication for all models of belt-drive Boxford lathe from earliest
to last. Contains the best of the larger and far-better early manuals with clearer pictures and
drawings together with additional sections and charts not included in the original - including,
for example, how to generate pitches not shown on the screwcutting gearbox, which pitches the
lever positions produce when converting from Imperial to metric and ice versa, a full list of
standard and extra changewheels and how they were set up on leaving the factory and data on
metric to inch and inch to metric screwcutting conversions. A comprehensive page collection of
the best Sales and Accessories Catalogues is also included that shows the complete range of
models produced together with all the many accessories. Instruction and Maintenance Manual
and an Exploded components Parts Manual with electrical schematics for single and
three-phase supply. Includes copies of several detailed advertising catalogues that give the full
specification of the various models and show all the accessories. Operating and Maintenance
Manual with Electrical Schematic slender but useful and a copy of the maker's Sales and
Specification and Specification and Accessories Literature. Parts Manual as Sectional
Drawings. Edition 2 : 8-inch High-speed shaper 2 pages. Edition 3: Model Shaper 2-pages.
Edition 4: Model S - and two price lists. Operator's Instruction Manual including complete
Computer Tutorial. Operator's Instruction and Maintenance manual with many useful sectional
drawings. Includes Electrical and Hydraulic Schematics. Includes a copy of the often worn
screwcutting and spindle speed data and the maker's detailed and interesting Sales and
Specification Catalogue. Instructions and Parts Manual as Sectional Drawings. In English,
Italian and German. A previous user wrote an extended translated English section with
additional Drawings - this is included. Included is an American Operation and Maintenance
Manual for one of the later machines which has the Parts Section as useful sectional drawings.
A weighty, page publication. Detailed Operator's Instruction Manuals. Includes Electrical
Schematics. Maintenance Manual. Includes Test and Set Up Procedures notes devised by a
factory service engineer. Operating and Programming Manual. Operating Manual and
Programming Guide. Maintenance Manual with Electrical Schematics. Programming manual.
Maintenance manual. Maintenance Manual with Wiring Diagrams. Operating Manual. Includes
Parameters for Initial power-up. Detailed Instructions. A huge Maintenance Manual with
Electrical Schematics. There were early and lathe manuals for these machines and both are
included in this package. Also includes additional Technical Bulletins produced over the years
that detail a number of important aspects of drill-sharpening work. This represents a complete
data set for the machine. Includes copies of the maker's Technical Sales and Specification
Catalogues and Accessories Folders that explain the reasons behind the machine's design and
what it is capable of. This literature represents a complete data pack for the lathe. Top quality
reproduction. Because the lathes changed slowly in design the publication shows the machines
as they were from about to An additional page advertising section is at the back of the book that
shows the complete range of Britannia products for both the amateur and professional markets.
A wonderful publication - and a rare find. Covers every aspect of lathe work including a useful
section on ornamental turning, ornamental attachments and spinning. Catalogue" showing the
full range of lathes, millers, shapers, pillar and radial-arm drills, horizontal borers, planers,
parting-off machines, punching and shearing machines, screwing machines, plate flanging
machines, chucks, compound slides, cutting tools, vices, saws, band saws and engineers tools.

General Instruction and Operator's Instruction Manual. Simple Maintenance Manual combined
with a catalogue. Includes clutch adjustment instructions. Service Manual with Sectional
Drawings, an Electrical Schematic and copies of the screwcutting, power feeds and
spindle-speed charts. Includes two full-size drawings of Apron and Saddle. General Installation
and Running Instructions with feeds and screwcutting charts and Parts as clear Sectional
Drawings. Also included is a copy of the maker's detailed Sales and Technical Specification
Catalogue. Three Instruction and Maintenance Manuals and Illustrated Parts Manual with
detailed Cross Sectional Drawings and Exploded Illustrations that cover all variants of these
early Clausing lathes from the Model of to the renamed machine Series of - and to the last
versions made in Updated, 2nd Edition being a complete guide to the principles and
practicalities of Press Brake tool setting and use. Operator's Instruction, Maintenance and
Installation Manual. Includes wiring diagram for the 60 and 90 ton models. Service Manual.
Installation and Maintenance of the older cast-iron body type motors. Maintenance and Spares
Sheets with useful assembly diagrams. Installation and Operator's Manual with an Electrical
Schematic. Operation of prime pumps. Detailed and well-illustrated Operating, Maintenance and
Parts Manual. Not a Manual, and not a Sales and Specification folder - but very interesting if you
have one of the following: Universal Grinders, No. Two editions, one early the other late, of the
Comprehensive Operator's Instruction and Maintenance Manual giving complete coverage of
the machine. Parts Manual as Exploded component Drawings. Repair Parts as Exploded
Component Drawings. Construction and Use Manual - a wonderful page book written for the
operator showing every aspect of how the machines work and to set up and operate these
incredibly reliable and robust machines. Increased in size from A5 to a more easily-read A4 and,
in addition, many small drawings further increased in size for greater clarity. Repair Parts
Manual as clear exploded-component Drawings. Includes sectional drawings through the heads,
spindles, tables and knees etc. Detailed Operator's Instruction and Maintenance Manual for this
fascinating and beautifully-made machine. A useable Manual but perfect. Repair Parts Manual.
Individually Illustrated and Numbered Spares. Operator's Instruction, Maintenance and repair
Parts. Instruction Manual and Illustrated Parts Manual. Operation and Maintenance Manual with
an Electrical Schematic. Includes two small supplementary booklets and a large Electrical
Schematic. Every calculation carefully explained with useful suggestions. The preface says:
"This book deals with the subject of gearing, essentially from the designer's and draftsman's
standpoint. It's aim is to condense as much as possible the solution of all problems in gearing
which in ordinary practice may be met with Large format. English, French, German, Italian and
Spanish text. Illustrated list with Sectional Drawings. Ex Service Engineer. Operator's Handbook
with Sectional Drawings. Operator's Instruction and Maintenance manual German Text. Includes
technical data about various US Surface finish standards. Originally prepared as part of a
photographic essay of Bryant. Spare Parts Manual as Sectional Drawings. Centalign "C" Wide
Series Grinders. Operator's Hand book. Spare Parts Manual as Sectional drawings. Spare Parts
Manual with Sectional Drawings. Operator's Manual with wiring diagram. Spare Parts as
sectional Drawings. Spares Parts Book as Photographs. Illustrated Parts Manual as
"Exploded-component" ph0tographs. Spindle Synchronizer and Adjustment, gear charts and
tables, typical electrical schematics. Instruction Manual and Parts manual as Exploded
component drawings. Includes a copy of the comprehensive makers Sales and technical
Specification Catalogue. Includes a copy of the comprehensive maker's Sales and Technical
Specification Catalogue. Operator's instructions. Operating Instructions and Parts List. Includes
a copy of the maker's Sales and Specification and Accessories Catalogue. Includes Standard
and variable-speed models. Maintenance Manual and Illustrated Parts Manual. Comprehensive
page Combined Manual and Technical Sales and Specification Catalogue that covers all
varieties and sizes including the powered models. Includes detailed Sectional Drawings
showing individual components. Set-up and Mounting Instructions. English, French German
and Spanish text. Operating Instructions with Electrical Schematics. Includes a copy of the
maker's comprehensive Technical Sales and Specification Catalogue and clear diagrams of the
often illegible Screwcutting and Feeds Chart. Two editions included, early and late, with
corresponding detailed Sales and Technical Specification catalogues. This set represents a
complete data pack for the two models. Erecting, Maintenance, Operating Manual. Includes a
copy of the maker's comprehensive Sales and Specification catalogue. Sectional Drawings of
the Table Assembly. Erecting, Operating and Maintenance Manual. Users Guide and
Programming Manual. Istruzioni per l'uso, Catalogo con utili disegni in sezione, funzioni tipiche
e accessori. Q Mk. Operator's Instruction Book. Operator's Instruction and Maintenance
Manuals including several large electrical schematics. Wonderfully useful page book published
by Ward with clear photographs showing the mounting and employment of all types of capstan
tooling. Several editions of this book were published - this is the most complete. All Carba-tec

lathes machines use the same base unit and these instructions can be used with other models.
Set of dimensioned drawings - unfortunately not a very good quality copy. Operator's
Instructions and Blade Adjustments. Operating and Maintenance Manual with Catalogues.
Although not a handbook, there are many descriptive and illustrative details of the machines'
construction, drive systems and countershafts including sectional drawings of the various
headstocks. Not a first-class copy. Although not a handbook, there are many descriptive and
illustrative details of the machines' construction, drive systems and countershafts including
sectional drawings of the various headstocks.. English and German Text. Contains images of
the screwcutting charts and the essential thread pick-up and automatic disengage charts - all of
which are often missing or damaged on these lathes. Also includes a copy of the maker's page
detailed Technical Specification and Sales Catalogue. To improve clarity, many of the drawings
have been scanned individually at high resolution are blown up to fill a whole page. Also
includes a comprehensive beautifully-illustrated Sales and Specification and Accessories
Catalogue. French text. Manuals may be available. Detailed Technical Manual. English, French,
German and Italian text. A second different edition of the manual with a Parts List as sectional
diagrams. Detailed Operator's Instruction Manual. Operating and Maintenance Instructions with
exploded-component pictures Parts list. Covers the Geared-head and flat-belt drive 16", 18" and
20" Engine Lathes and 16" and 18" Manufacturing Lathes. Many sectional drawings. Includes an
Electrical Schematic. English, French and German Text. Operation and Basic Maintenance with
Parts as detailed sectional drawings. Operating Instructions and Parts List as annotated
drawings. Instruction Book. Instructions for use Manual. Please e-mail your requirements :
churchillgrind lathes. The definitive book covering: cylindrical, centerless, internal, surface
together with useful pointers on the design and operation of grinding machines including:
grinding spindles, internal spindles, workheads, universal workheads, tailstocks, selection and
use of wheels, operation and Maintenance, etc. If you have ever wondered where to find all the
basic facts about grinding machines - here they are. Included are an early manual for the "C"
and a lathe manual for the "F". Maintenance and Operating Instructions. Contains Electrical and
Hydraulic Schematics. Comprehensive Maintenance and Operating Manual and Parts Manual as
Sectional Diagrams: Two editions included: an early publication with the "Hydrauto" spindle
bearings and a late-edition covering the modified machines. Operator's Instruction Manual with
some parts shown as sectional drawings and hydraulic schematics. This is the fuller edition
with all the added supplements. Also available with Russian text. Maintenance Manual with
Sectional Drawings. Operator's Hand book with Parts as Sectional Drawings. Operator's
Instruction Manual;. Includes a copy of the maker's page Technical Sales and Specification
Catalogue. The only Maker's literature for this lathe is in the form of a useful and detailed Sales
and Specification Catalogue - it includes Inch and Metric Screwcutting Charts and an annotated
controls drawing. Blue print of Apron. Operator's Hand book and Maintenance Manual. Includes
5 large Electrical Drawings. Sectional Drawings with dimensions. Comprehensive Operator's
Instruction Manual with Parts as detailed sectional drawings. Mark Century S Controls.
Operation Manual with brief Programming Instructions. Includes details of the Contraves
Spindle drives. Handbook for Operator's with detailed, sectional parts drawings. Spares are also
available. Three versions were produced: the early Series 1 "rounded" style models and two
later models with "angular" styling the DD and the MT. Includes a copy of the maker's
comprehensive Sales and Technical Specification Catalogue. A complete data pack for the
machine. Two very large electrical schematics issued by the factory. The "Contourmaster" was
a machine built using the base section and table of the older "Toolmaster" combined with the
head from the "8" x 18"" model and the "Acratrace" Hydraulic Tracer Unit. Operation manual.
First sold during the late s as the rather different 8" x 18" Tool and Die Milling Machine, by the
late s the Contourmaster was using the same column, knee and table as the ordinary ram-head
Mk. To cover the A and B models, this publication includes a manual for both the
"Contourmaster" and another for the early Mk. These changed over the years but the excellent
manuals available reflect these in a most comprehensive way. However, If you are not sure
which of the following is suitable for your machine please phone: or e-mail: manuals lathes. As
made from the s until the mid s. This edition covers the later machines with a spindle speeds
dial on the left-hand face of the column and a separate feeds dial on the left-hand face of the
knee. These models had a speed dial on the column and a feed dial on the side of the knee. This
is an original works copy. Milling Machines Nos. Full-size, large-page Edition. Two editions are
available: early without the separate motor on the right-hand face of the knee and later with the
separate knee-mounted motor. Includes a useful Sales and Specification and Accessories
Catalogue showing the various models and accessories. Includes 2 detailed Hydraulic and
Electrical schematics. Functioning of the degree Automatic Tracing Attachment. Special booklet
explaining in detail how this unit works. Parts Manual as clear exploded-component Drawings.

Parts List as Exploded Component Drawings. Identification CAA-LL: this is the model with two
selector levers close together in the middle of the ram. Identification: a rectangular appearance
with a single dial on the right-hand face of the head. Function Cycle Manual. Detailed page
Operator's Instruction Book. Service Manual and Parts as Sectional Drawings. Sales and
Specification catalogue but contains the essential table of angular divisions. Two editions are
included that cover: Operator's Instruction and Maintenance with a Press Brake Die Manual a
range of useful Sectional Drawings, a Foundation Plan, Capacity Chart, Electrical Schematic
and cycle-air circuit for the Autocycle model and copies of the manuals for bought-in equipment
including the FD Lubricator, pressure regulators, air filters, Ross Valves, etc. A complete data
pack including everything known about these machines. Operating instructions with Sectional
Drawings and 7 large and Electrical Schematics. Operator's Instruction and Maintenance
manual. Detailed Operator's Instruction Book. Parts Manual as Exploded Component Pictures.
Exploded Component Drawings. Plain Hydraulic Surface Grinders. Instruction Manual and
Maintenance Manual. Comprehensive Service Manual. Operation Manual. Individual Hand books
are available for both the various models and the individual accessories. A complete page data
set for the Mk. Included is a separate early edition that shows, in greater detail, how to set up
many common tool-grinding jobs. Illustrated Operator's Manual. This manual can be used to
help with other makes of cutter grinder for which Instructions are not available. Radius Fixture Operator's Instruction Manual. Air-bearing Flute Grinding Attachment. Controlled Spiral
Grinding Attachment. Useful in showing the range and mounting of the various Accessories.
Operation and Checking Manual with additional and separate electrical sheets for the Oscillator
and Test panel, Automatic Tuning Arrangement and an external Cable Arrangement.
Explanatory Booklet - which details the principles, which must be adhered to for successful
operation of a Tool and Cutter Grinder. Shows specific examples with wonderful photographs
and explanations. The instructions are also applicable to other makes of grinder. If your model
is not shown please enquire details at top of page. Operation, Maintenance and Parts Manual.
Includes copies of both early and late Technical Sales and Specification Catalogues. Included is
a copy of the maker's Sales and Specification and Accessory Catalog. Combined manual for all
three types as a page Instruction and Maintenance Manual and Illustrated Parts Manual with
exploded drawings and Electrical Diagrams. Includes complete translation of the text into
French and German - and copies of the useful Specification, Sales and Specification and
Accessories Brochures for each model. Perfect pictures and diagrams. Pictures of an example
here. This lathe was sold in the UK as the Colchester Master This lathe was sold in the UK as
the Colchester Student This lathe was sold in the UK as the Triumph Mk. These lathes were sold
in the UK as the "Mascot". These lathes were sold in the UK as the Colchester Mastiff
Instruction and Parts Manual. Type Type F Includes wiring and pneumatic schematics. A
remarkably eccentric production with not only technical details of the lathe and its accessories
also home-sum business philosophies and Strange homilies. Includes 4 large electrical and
mechanical drawings. The package includes two editions - early and late. Also available in
Russian. Operator's Instruction, Adjustment and Disassembling Instructions with 6 large
drawings. Maintenance and Operator's instruction Book. Instruction Book and Parts as
Component Drawings. Operator's Instruction and Service Manual. Parts Manuals as Sectional
Drawings. General Operating Instructions. Three manuals in one: an early edition, a late edition
and an additional, simpler edition - almost certainly the complete set published by CVA. These
show all versions of the open flat-belt drive and geared-headstock types. Original Model with
the two spindle-speed control levers on top of the headstock. Marked either or rpm top speed.
Contains sections with English, French and German text. Includes French and German
language sections. A comprehensive Data Pack with both early and late editions of the
Instruction and Maintenance Manual and both early and late Parts Manuals as exploded
component diagrams. Covers all models with Imperial or Metric gearboxes and including
electrical, variator and drive differences. Two electrical diagrams UK market that are greatly
enlarged for clarity and a copy of the Chipmaster Sales, A ccessories and Specification
Catalogue. A fist-class, perfectly prepared publication that is essential reading for this relatively
complex lathe. No proper handbook was published until a small A5 edition, complete with a
photographic parts list, of the late s. Unfortunately even this was not complete, as it lacked the
comprehensive screwcutting data of the later, larger editions though the screwcutting
arrangement was, actually, identical. Round-headstock model but with either a "sliding-lever"
on the apron to engage the power feeds or a centrally-mounted single lever control. The Mk. In
addition to covering ordinary models this edition includes information about the rare all-metric
screwcutting gearbox version, the "Third-shaft electrical control" version and details and a
Parts Manual for the English and metric "Quick-threader" units and the Hydraulic Copy
equipment. Includes a copy of the maker's Technical Specification, Sales and Accessories

catalogue. This is the comprehensive page edition. The quality of this manual is not to our usual
high standards; however, it is readable. Perfect, high-quality copy. Includes a wiring diagram of
the rear of the control panel. A complete page data pack covering all models from the late s on
either separate cast-iron plinths or on the later early s full cabinet stands. The literature
includes a copy of the first Triumph Operation and Parts Manual originally in A5 format and the
later A4 edition covering all models from first to last including the later single-slot safety apron
types and all gearbox variants - Standard, Dominion and Continental - as well as the rarer
3rd-shaft control and Hydraulic-copying models. Includes full screwcutting charts, electrical
schematics and several copies of the maker's sales and Specification catalogues dated s to s.
This version includes both early and late models with different clutch types, apron
modifications, etc. Also includes extra sections detailing the accessories together with
exploded parts diagrams for the: rapid threader inch and metric types, lever-action collet closer,
centring-centre. Covers both the early and late models with complete spares lists for both
types. Full page edition. This version has full details in English, French and German. Includes
sections on the accessories: high-speed threading units, bed stops, taper-turning unit, steadies,
toolposts, guards, Heidenhain Glass Scale and other fittings, coolant assembly, etc. Details of
the wiring harness cabling specifications, an electrical schematic for the relay board,
schematics and constructional details of the headstock push-button assembly, Electrical
schematics and layout diagrams of the apron control panels, constructional and layout details
of the electrical enclosure assembly, etc. Detailed, page Instruction and Spare Parts Manual.
Bound in two Volumes. The two lathes were identical apart from centre height, spindle bore,
spindle nose and speeds - the Model "" having a top speed of r. Available in English, French or
German. Bound in four volumes. Available in English, French and German. A detailed, page
edition. Installation and Test Manual. A complete collection of all the literature ever produced
for these models Operator's Instruction Manual and Spares as Sectional Drawings. Set of nine
large electrical schematics. Includes a circuit diagram for the Variator Mk. V1 Servo Controller.
A complete listing of accessories, cutters, milling tools, facing attachments, clamping fixtures,
work-holding fixtures, accessories. Diaphragm Models including the older Models.. Operating
Instructions and Sectional Parts Drawings. Parts Manual as a written list of components "QE"
Model. Instruction Manual and Parts as Sectional Drawings. Users' Guide. Used for verifications
of diameter, roundness and taper of plug and ring gauges. Instruction and Maintenance Manual
with Electrical Diagrams. Detailed Operating and Maintenance Manual pc. A complete data pack
compendium for Coronet products consisting of: Instruction Sheets and handbooks for the
older Major, Minor, Minorette and "Home Cabinet Maker" lathes. This shows the assembly of the
machine and the many accessories and how to mount them correctly and safely. A full manual
for the Minor and Minorette. A collection early and late Coronet advertising literature including
the Major and Minor lathes, the Minorette Woodworking Centre and the Minorette "in-one". A
compendium of every known publication for these models. Maker's Assembly and Instruction
Manual with exploded component diagrams. Operation, Adjustments and Servicing. Highly
detailed, page, copiously-illustrated large-format edition that gives complete data, with in
stage-by-stage illustrations, of how to operate, dismantle and service these units manufactured
by Herbert. Covers all versions. Craftsman 6-inch Lathe Mk. M and A complete Data Pack
consisting of: Operator's Instruction Manual with extra pages on chuck operation and care, a
Spare Parts Manual as exploded Component Drawings and the essential screwcutting data and
charts for inch and metric pitches strangely missing from the original Manual. Also included are
detailed Craftsman and Atlas advertisements detailing the technical specification and
accessories - the main elements of these publications being the more informative Atlas
publications. While the ordinary manual has just 8 pages this is a complete pack with 62 pages.
Includes a copy of the Sales and Specification catalogue. Operating Instructions and Illustrated
Spares Sheets for all the models made plus a large set 75 pages of advertisement and technical
specification pages from to showing the development of the lathes. This edition is for the very
early metal-turning lathe with the multiple V-belt drive. It was also sold with "Atlas" and
"Metalmaster" badges. Click here for pictures Various Models including: A complete package of
information that covers all models from the original s lathe a clone of the Atlas inch to last
version in Click This model was identical to the Atlas inch and sometimes branded as the
"Commercial". It is also found with the following and probably additional Model Numbers:
Includes the first-edition, beautifully illustrated Sales and Specification and Accessories
Catalogue No. Includes a copy of the original Sales and Specification catalogues Atlas and
Craftsman that show all versions of the miller, give detailed specifications, illustrate the
extensive accessory range and give accurate descriptions of the construction, parts and
controls. Covers: , , , , , , , , , , , and - when the catalogue was withdrawn for the war years.
Published from the s to the s. Assembly, Operating and Illustrated Parts Manual. Luigi Buzz1.

An excellent primer with general principles, specific examples, balancing pions, connecting
rods, various forms of crankshaft, balancing machines and principles of theory. Gridley,
Cataract, Conomatic, Colchester, C. Directions for Use. Operation and Maintenance
Instructions, screwcutting data, lubrication instructions and 28 very clear, large sectional
drawings of all the parts. Includes reproductions of the screwcutting and feed charts. A
compendium of all available Cromwell literature including a Sales and Specification catalogue
for the 4-inch Mk. Operator's Instruction and Maintenance Manual with. Electrical drawings and
many useful Sectional Drawings. Brief page Operator's Instruction and Maintenance Manual
with. Electrical drawings. Includes a wiring diagram. Parts as Sectional Drawings and Electrical
Schematics. Owner's manual with electrical schematics. Includes a copy of the maker's page
Sales and Specification Catalogue. This milling machine was identical to the one badged as the
"Archdale No. If you have a Cunliffe and Croom milling machine it's almost certain to be a "No.
Jones and Shipman 60 page Tool and Cutter Grinding. Explanatory Booklet, which details the
principles, which must be adhered to for successful operation of a Tool and Cutter Grinder.
Details specific examples with wonderful photographs and explanations. Instructions are also
applicable to other makes of grinder. The manuals contain, amongst other things: Highly
detailed and comprehensive screwcutting instructions and charts, Installation instructions,
Lubrication requirements and oil types from different makers of the period , Operation
Instructions, Basic adjustments, General description, Detailed specification, Electrical
equipment, Wiring Diagram, Additional Equipment, Special equipment, Annotated photographs
of controls. Illustrated Parts Manual with complete high-quality Sectional Drawings of the whole
machine. Parts Manual as high-quality Sectional Drawings. Operator's Instruction Manual with a
wiring diagram. Operating and Maintenance Notes. Includes a useful Technical Sales and
Specification catalogue. Includes a wiring schematic. Parts Manual as Sectional and
Exploded-component Drawings. Massive Operation and Maintenance Manual with Hydraulic
schematics. Operation and Maintenance instructions. Instruction Manual for Machines with
capacity 1. Basic Assembly, Operator's Instruction, Lubrication and some sectional drawings.
Parts Manual as Sectional Drawings and a set of electrical schematics. The parts section is
incomplete and in poor condition but the drawings are readable. Operating Instructions with an
electrical schematic. Installation and Operator's Instruction Manual. Operator's Instruction and
Maintenance manual with many useful Sectional Drawings. Instructions and Data. Instruction
Manual with electrical diagrams. Detailed description of the Company's development. Includes a
comprehensive factory tour showing the entire production process from casting to final testing.
These lathes have simple lever control of spindle speeds and screwcutting gearbox changes.
Two publications in one. Simple Instruction Books with Screwcutting Charts and
clutch-adjustment instructions. Includes a copy of the interesting and detailed Maker's Sales
and Specification catalogue. Includes an electrical schematic and a copy of the maker's
comprehensive Technical Sales and Specification catalogue Model 13 x 30 and Operation and
Maintenance manual and Parts as sectional drawings. Includes a copy of the comprehensive
page Sales and Technical Specification Catalogue. Alternative version as clear
Exploded-component Drawings. Also included is the special Deckel publication "SO Model:
Notes on Disassembly and Reassembly - Spare Parts as sectional Drawings ", a copy of the
maker's comprehensive Sales and Accessories Catalogue and all the extracts from the "Deckel
Technical Bulletins" that dealt with these machines. Very comprehensive instructions include
cutter profiles, tool angles, cutting speeds, how to grind back rack angles, pointed cutters,
tapered cutters, twist-drill grinding attachment, single lip cutters, grinding straight-toothed
cylindrical or tapered two-lip or three-tooth cutters with concentric or off-centre radii. German
Text. Includes the useful and detailed technical Sales and Specification Catalogue. Operator's
Instruction and Maintenance Manual including accessories for the early model with
demountable change-gears to vary the table-feed rates and levers for the spindle speeds.
Contains essential horizontal and vertical bearing adjustment Manual. Although an
English-language edition, a couple of German-text pages have crept in as well. This early
manual was rather thin so also included is the much more comprehensive manual for the Mk.
Not a Manual, but a very useful page publication that shows, using superb photographs, the
extent of the FP1's versatility. This is the complete, later edition with extra pages on adjusting
and dismantling the special boring and high-speed heads. Parts Manual as Detailed Sectional
Drawings. Operating Manuals and Parts Manuals are available for each type. Includes a copy of
the detailed, profusely illustrated and very interesting page FP2 Sales, Technical Specification
and Accessories Catalogue. Parts Manual as Exploded Component Diagrams. Three manuals
are available:. Detailed Operator's and Maintenance Manual including a section on the
accessories. These engravers were copies of contemporary Deckel machines - all based on the
Deckel G1L. Detailed Operator's Instructions with sectional drawings of all the cutter heads

these have been scanned at high resolution and enlarged to full-page size. Includes a copy of
the maker's useful page Technical Sales and Specification and Accessories Catalogue. A very
useful adjunct to the Instructions and Illustrated Parts Manuals listed above. Operator's
Instruction, Maintenance and Disassembly Instructions. Detailed Instruction and Maintenance
Manual. Not a Manual but contains useful operating data, charts and details of accessories and
how to mount them - includes two additional separate Sales and Specification sheets. Detailed
and incredibly useful advice - based on customer feedback - about getting the best from a wide
range Deckel machine tools: Millers, Pantograph Engravers, Profiling Millers, Tool and Cutter
Grinders, KF Die Sinking machines, etc. Wonderful photographs and diagrams. Operators
Briefing Cards 56 showing all control functions. Not a perfect copy but complete with wiring
schematics. Includes an electrical schematic and a comprehensive Sales and technical
Specifications catalogue. Operation and Parts Manual. General Operating Manual. Instruction
and Maintenance Manual with a pair of large, original, wiring and hydraulic schematics. English,
Italian, French and German Text. Detailed 2-page Instruction Booklet for the 4-position Carriage
Stop. Detailed 2-page Instruction Booklet for the Tachometer Fitting. Also covers the and
versions - but not the latter's variable-speed table drive system. Excellent 64 page book titled
"Getting the Most out of Your Lathe" - covers all the elements of Woodturning from the simple
to the advanced with chapters on basic metal turning and spinning. Includes a detailed 5-page
technical Sales and Specification and Accessories catalogue for the and models and a manual
showing how to assemble the stand and countershaft. Applicable to any wood lathe, not just
Delta. Model Instruction and Maintenance Manual. Instruction Book and Parts as Sectional
Drawing. Model Model CS-4K Models , and Model with inch capacity. Instruction Manual with
Parts as Exploded component Pictures. Models and Models Models and Metal and Wood
capability. Model HBS In English or Spanish. Models , , , , , , , , , , , Bench Oscillating Spindle
Sander. Model Type 2. Model single-phase and Model three-phase. Instructions, Electrical
Diagrams and Parts. Operator's Instructions, Maintenance and Adjustments Guide. Parts Book
as Exploded Component Drawings. No proper manual was produced for this machine but the
makers issue three drawings: a large General Arrangement with a sectional drawing through the
horizontal spindle and with parts annotated on a second sheet. A Drawings showing the
lubrication requirements and one with sections showing the necessity of removing the table
winding hand le during certain operations. Installation, Programming and Maintenance Manual.
Operators Manual. Detailed Operator's and Service Manual with Parameters. Includes a copy of
the Sales and Specification Catalogues. Slim Operator's Instructions with Electrical Diagrams.
French Text. This is a less-than-perfect copy but still readable and useful. In order to cover all
the models this publication is made up of several editions including those for the 2B, 3B, 4B,
etc. Covers all 3H versions, No. These have been scanned at very high resolution, enlarged for
perfect clarity and spread over sheets. This is the much larger and highly detailed edition
covering: specification, description, Installation and preparation for operation, operating the
Jigmil, Maintenance, tool changer, accessories, arrangement drawings, electrical system but
not circuit diagrams , DC Drive Jigmils. Covers all K types. Operation, Maintenance and Parts as
Sectional Drawings. Includes Hydraulic Schematics. Detailed Installation, Maintenance and
Parts Manual the latter as sectional drawings. The full manual as issued with new machines.
S6R Drive as used on Devlieg Machines. English and french text. English and French Text.
Vertical Models. Grinding Wheel Forming Machine. Wheel-head mounting type. Includes
Programming Examples for lathes and millers. Front-Operated Semi-automatic Chucking Lathe.
Operating and Maintenance Manual. Detailed, page Operating Manual with many suggestions
for successful use. A set of clear instructions, based on the Myford unit but applicable to any
make, showing how to use the plates and position the sector arms, etc. If unsure, send a
photograph to tony lathes. Late Model Machine made by Harrison in the UK Late-model with a
very "square-edged headstock", large sheet-aluminium covers embossed with "speeds and
feeds" and a screwcutting operated only by rotary lever controls no sliding lever. Operator's
Instruction, Maintenance and Parts as Sectional drawings. Operator's Instruction, Maintenance
and Lubrication Manual. Set-up and Operation Instructions. Instruction and Illustrated Parts
Manual. A complete Data Pack with Maintenace and Operating Instructions together with a set
of very detailed, well-illustrated catalogues showing all the various models, their accessories
and how the many and varied attachments are used. Data Pack consisting of: Operator's and
Maintenance Manual with the special "Service Drawings" originally a separate publication , a
second, more concise edition and a copy of the maker's comprehensive Sales, Technical
Specification and Accessories Catalogue. Illustrated Parts Manual with Exploded Assembly
Diagrams of the entire machine showing the construction and assembly methods and complete
Electrical Schematics. Adaptable to any lathe. Parts Manual as sectional drawings. Operator's
Instruction Manual and Clear descriptions of the advantages of "point relieving" and "point

thinning". Includes Electrical Diagram. Not one of our best copies, but readable. Includes a copy
of the maker's detailed Technical Sales and Specification Catalogue. Instruction Book with large
Electrical Schematic. Includes a copy of the maker's Technical Sales and Specification sheet.
Electrical Manual with Schematics and Supplementary Data. Operating Instructions with
maker's Sales and Specification Catalogue. Covers the Mk. A complete data pack for the
machine containing all known literature. Model 30 Counterflo Heaters Oil Fired. Models , and
Counterflo Heaters Oil Fired. Click here to go to the listings. Includes copies of the Technical
Sales and Specification and Accessories catalogues. Includes a copy of the maker's Technical
Sales and Specification Catalogue. Not perfect, but a readable copy. The manual is missing the
first 15 pages and was originally printed on heavy-duty lavatory paper - hence the quality is only
just acceptable. However, it includes: mounting of high-speed spindle and vertical head,
angular setting and swivelling settings of table, backlash elimination of longitudinal movement,
double swivelling sliding spindle high-speed head, slotting attachment, adjustments: belt
tension, play in universal head spindle and horizontal spindle, knee and cross slide locking
devices, gib strips, steady bearings, lubrication, Parts Manual and electrical diagram. Two
editions included covering the models with twin round column supports and the - arranged as a
conventional vertical milling slide. Instruction Manual and three detailed technical-specification
catalogues. Operation Instructions and Parts as a Sectional Drawing. Includes a copy of the
useful Technical Sales and Specification Catalogue and a set of can charts. Detailed setting up
and Maintenance Manual with Parts Manual as exploded component diagrams. Fast Indexing
Heads. This collection represents the complete data set for these machines. Grenchen M
Turning and Thread Chasing machine. With instructions for making cams, including a section of
charts for the determination of degrees of non-productive travels. Also includes drawings of
fittings, toolholders, regulating devices for cutting tools, cam drawings, dimensions and
positions of cam levers for cams, many tables including those for micro-stop setting pin
positions, turning feeds in millimetres per rev, recommended cutting speeds and worked
examples. Very detailed User's Hand book describing correct operation, setting up jobs, holding
awkward jobs, machining forces, installation, construction, Maintenance, etc. If you are unsure
what you have email: manuals lathes. Covers early and late examples two manuals are included
and the different drive systems of the 2. Instructions for adjusting and operating with exploded
components drawing. Includes two maker's Sales and Specification Catalogues. Operating
instructions. Instruction Manual including Parts Listing and 6 Blueprints. Includes copies of the
only two known English-language Sales and Technical Specification Catalogues - an additional
18 pages. Operations and Spare Parts Manual. Two Editions included covering the Models , , , , ,
, , , , , , , , , , , and One edition has English text, the other English, French and German. Includes
full screwcutting charts for the threading attachment. Operator's Instruction Manual and
Maintenance. Go to: Elliott Manuals. We have very large selection of original literature available
covering most models. Operation and Maintenance manual with Illustrated Spares and copies of
the makers Technical Specifcation and Accessories catalogue. This edition contains Exploded
Component Drawings of the two different turret heads used on this miller. This was the last
version produced with some differences over the earlier models. If you are unsure if this is your
machine, do send some pictures to tony lathes. Detailed Operation, Maintenance and Parts
Manual with exploded-component drawings of the two different vertical heads used on this
model. Enlarged from the tiny original. Full explanatory texts with clear diagrams of how to get
the best from the lathe and its attachments. Exploded Parts diagrams of the lathe and every
accessory. Includes several very useful contemporary Sales and Specification Catalogues
showing the full technical specification and accessories not covered in the Manual. The early
versions of this lathe were issued with a small-format handbook of very limited usefulness; this
later edition covers the use of those first models as well. Also available with German text.
English and German text. Includes a copy of the maker's comprehensive Sales and
Specification Catalogue illustrating all the many attachments and accessories. This collection of
literature represents a complete data pack for the lathe. Please read through the whole list
before deciding. This is not the same as, or a substitute for, the Manuals listed as A to C. This
version is a full Data Pack covers all models, explains the differences between the generations
of the machine and is the full-sized and hard-to-find version. Manual available in with English,
French or German text. In English or German. Includes a copy of the maker's Sales and
Specification catalogue detailing the specification and showing all the accessories. Covers the
power cross feed model and includes a copy of the maker's Sales and Specification catalogue
detailing the specification and showing all the accessories. Includes Parts Illustrations for the
4-speed milling head. Also included is a copy of the comprehensive Sales, Technical
Specification and Accessories Catalogue. Includes comprehensive details of the screwcutting
arrangements for metric and inch pitches and copies of all the screwcutting charts - imperial,

metric and conversion - and a copy of the now rare maker's Sales and Specification catalogue.
This Manual is also available with German text. In English, German and French. Includes two
copies 26 pages of the maker's detailed Sales, Specification and Accessories Catalogues
detailing the specification and showing all the accessories. Includes details of both the later
6-speed and earlier 4-speed versions together with a factory issue page "Electrical System"
bulletin for the late FB2. Includes 2 full editions, early and late. Instruction Manual with Parts
Manual as exploded component pictures and wiring diagrams for 1-phase and 3-phase supply.
Instruction Manual and Parts Manual as exploded component pictures and wiring diagrams for
1-phase and 3-phase supply. Instruction Manual and Parts as exploded component pictures.
This is a massive publication. Spares Manual. Operating Manual and Electrical System. Includes
a Wiring Diagram. Operating Manual with Mechanical and Electrical Schematics. Electrical
Control Manual with fold-out schematics. Detailed Operating Manual. Parts Manual as detailed
Sectional and Annotated Drawings. Spare Parts as Photographic Prints. Spare Parts as Detailed
Sectional Drawings. Operating Instructions including the separate "Mounting Instructions"
Manual. Spare Parts as detailed sectional Drawings. List of Special Accessories and Mounting
Details. Spare Parts as Sectional Drawings possibly incomplete. Includes Maintenance Guide
for Variable-speed drive unit. Operation and Servicing Instructions. Not a very good
reproduction but readable and sent as a PDF. Instruction and Technical Manual. Instruction
Book with Illustrated Parts Manual. Operators' Instruction Sheets and Parts List. Operating
Instructions with Electrical Schematic. Instruction Manual For Programming No. Connecting
Manual. Connections Manual. Detailed Operator's Manual. Connection Manual the manual
describes all the NC functions required to enable machine tool builders to design their CNC
machine tools. Connection Manual Hardware. Connection Manual - Hardware. Connection
Manual - Function. General Instruction Manual. Operator's Instruction Manual with electrical and
pneumatic circuits. Includes Wiring Diagrams. General Operator's Hand book that explains the
principles of gear shapers and gives a highly detailed explanation of how to use the various
models. The Involute Curve and Involute Gearing. Textbook containing a complete treatise
covering the application of the involute curve to gear teeth. Includes design, cutting and
checking involute gears, definitions of gear tooth elements, etc. The Internal Gear. Textbook
containing a complete treatise covering the practical analysis of the comparative tooth form
action on internal and external gear teeth. Includes directions for cutting, data on designing
internal gears, clutches and splines and methods for calculating gear strength. Parts as
Exploded component Drawings. Detailed, 4-page Instruction Sheets. Users Handbook. Includes
"Interconnection Wiring Diagrams". Operation Manual with basic Maintenance, an electrical
schematic and a copy of the makers deatiled and well illustrated page Sales and Technical
Specification Catalogue. Operating and Service Manual. Horizontal Boring Machines. Beton Bar
Shears. Useful Exploded Diagrams showing in detail how the tooling is assembled with
descriptions of what it can achieve. Model "34 Standard" Universal Punching Machines.
Although classed by the makers as a catalogue, the publication gives full details of the
machine's design, its dimensions, principles of operation, construction, the various models,
calibration, hardness conversion charts, Theoretical Notes on Brinell and Diamond tests,
determining hardness of surface layers and thin sections, changing the ball or diamond,
preparation of samples, making and reading the impression, table showing the correct objective
to use and much advice about getting the best from the machine, etc. Detailed Instruction
Manual and Service Manual. Detailed Operating Instructions and Maintenance. A very useful
publication to be used in conjunction with the Operating Manuals that illustrates all the fitments
made for these lathes. Electrical Schematics and listings. Operating Instructions with Parts as
Exploded Component Drawings Includes 3 wiring diagrams, hydraulic schematic, installation
drawings and operating sequence set-up directions. Parts Manual as photographic Plates.
Repair Parts as General Sectional Drawings. Comprehensive Operating Instructions. Wiring
Diagram. Repair Parts as Sectional Drawings. Detailed Operating and Maintenance Instructions.
Huge and Detailed Operating and Maintenance Manual. Hypoid Generator Nos: 7, 7A , , , , The
No. German text. Detailed Operator's Instruction Manual with programming Examples. Excellent
descriptive catalog doubling as Instructions for Use and showing how to employ the unit for a
wide variety of tasks. Service Instructions. Operation Instructions with a number of useful
Sectional Drawings. Includes lubrication, adjustments, instructions on how to set up work, data
on cutters for die and mould work, grinding single-flute Gorton cutters and cutter speed charts,
etc. Includes a copy of the maker's Sales and Technical Specification Catalog. Operator's
detailed Instruction Manual. Two editions are included, early and late, showing both types of
spindle design. Operator's Instruction and Lubrication Manual. Includes a copy of the maker's
Sales and Specification Catalogue and a pack of 6 drawings supplied with new machines.
Operating and Maintenance Instructions with many useful sectional drawings. Catalogue and

basic Maintenance Manual. Publicity booklet issued by the makers. Written as long ago as to
make up for the fact that no small British lathe of the time - Drummond, Myford, Grayson,
Granville, Adept, Portass, etc. It includes such useful things as screwcutting charts for various
pitches of leadscrew including one that suits the Grayson. If you want to know about
countershafts, drive system suitable turning speeds, how to sharpen tools, etc. This was first
published at a time when many similar lathes were on the market - and non had any worthwhile
literature. The book covers in detail all the elements of a lathe's construction, its operation,
Maintenance and how to make accessories. Screwcutting charts that suit the Winfield and
Grayson leadscrew pitch are also included. English, Italian, French and German text. Includes 2
Sales and Specification and Accessories catalogues. A Full Data Pack containing all know
information for these lathes. Includes copies of the frequently damaged screwcutting charts,
charts for special threads and an Electrical Schematic. Two editions included - a smaller earlier
and a fuller later - together with a detailed and well-illustrated Sales, Specification and
Accessories Catalogue and a Schlesinger Test Chart. Contains Electrical Schematic. The and
models were identical apart from centre height - and mm respectively. Explanatory Booklet,
which details the principles that must be adhered to for successful operation of a Tool and
Cutter Grinder. Precision Grinding Techniques - a Primer. Covers the essential basics of
Surface, Tool, Cylindrical Internal precision grinding. Parts Manual as Exploded-component
Photographs. Simple 6-page guide with headstock disassembly instructions and Sectional
diagrams. These are shown immediately below. Other Schaublin literature lower down the page.
Operator's Hand book with Electrical Schematics. Operator's Hand book with Detailed Sectional
Drawings. Operator's hand book. Instruction and Maintenance manual. Also available separately
the Service Manual for Westinghouse now Linatrol HL co-ordinate drive trace system scanner.
Basic Operator's Instruction and Maintenance Instructions. A data pack with pages consisting
of the detailed and well-illustrated later-edition Operator's Instruction Manual with basic
Maintenance Instructions, a copy of the page edition issued with earlier lathes and a number of
interesting and well-illustrated Technical Sales and Specification Catalogues and the rare "HLV
Chart of Tests". This collection represents a complete Operation and Maintenance data set for
the lathe with all known publications included. Full page version. Operator's Hand book and
Sales and Specification catalogue. Detailed Operator's Training Programme. Parts Manual as
useful Sectional-Drawings and illustrations. Maintenance Manual with large Electrical and
Hydraulic Schematics. Includes 6 pages of Maintenance Notes not in the original Manual.
Maker's Training Manual for Operator's. Parts List as Detailed Sectional Drawings. These lathes
were identical save for the equipment bolted to the bed. A tailstock and compound slide rest
produced the Super-Precision plain-turning DV and with a turret head and cut-off slide and
other equipment the DSM "Second-operation" Model. Comprehensive Operator's Instruction
Manuals. Two editions, early and late, are included together with a separate publication giving
detailed instructions for the Automatic Threading Unit HC-T and Pneumatic Bar Feed. Also
included is an electrical schematic. A complete operation data pack for this lathe. Maintenance
Manual with detailed dismantling Instructions. Includes a copy of the maker's useful page Sales
and Specification and Accessories Catalog showing all the accessories and outlining their
applications. Parts List as Sectional Drawings. Detailed Maintenance and Repair Manual.
Operator's and Programmer's Manual. Later Model Maintenance Manual. Programmer's and
Operator's Manual. Operator's Guide. Operator's Instruction Manual and Parts List. Included is a
copy of the maker's original Sales and Specification Catalog. Instruction Manual including the
maker's Sales Literature. Perfect quality production. Covers all models with 4. Includes a
complete set of sales and Technical Specification Catalogues showing all the different models
and the full range of accessories. Colchester Chipmaster. Two electrical diagrams UK market
that are greatly enlarged for clarity and a copy of the Chipmaster Sales, Accessories and
Specification Catalogue. Includes Electrical Diagrams. Includes a copy of the original sales and
accessories catalogue. The gearbox had either two thumb lever along the top edge English
threading or three thumb levers metric version. A long, single upward pointing handle on the
face of the headstock and two spindle-speed change levers on the top. Added to this
publication not in the original edition is data about converting the 3-lever metric box to inch
screwcutting. Also Includes a complete set of the maker's Sales and Specification and
Accessories Catalogues covering all years and models. MHL Harrison "inch" and "inch"
identical apart from centre height and badged variously as: , , and "". These very distinctive
lathes differ from the other and L6 Mk. MHLE Harrison "inch" and "inch" identical apart from
centre height and badged variously as: , , and "". The screwcutting gearbox was the earlier type
with a sliding tumbler selector that indexed into a row of holes. This is the older model with two
levers on top of the headstock and one on the front face. Covers both early "rounded style" inch
swing and the very similar early inch swing models with two downward-pointing levers on the

face of the headstock. Includes electrical schematics. Includes a copy of the maker's Technical
Sales and Specification Literature and electri
saab error codes
tribute mazda
ef ford falcon manual
cal schematics. Includes two electrical schematics and a spindle drive electrical fault-finding
guide. This lathe is a Colchester VS with Harrsion badging. Includes Electrical diagrams.
Includes electrical diagrams. Includes 2 electrical schematics. Usually fitted with black fascia
plates on headstock face and apron: Instruction Manual, Maintenance Manual and Parts Manual
as useful Exploded Assembly Diagrams with 10 electrical schematics covering the various
versions. This is large and detailed double manual covering the M and M models. Fanuc
controls - with ladder diagrams. Includes two additional publications: "Manual Guide Mode
Tutorial" designed as a familiarisation exercise for first-time users in the set up and operation of
the machine in manual mode and a "CNC Tutorial" that provides users with basic information
on operation of the machine in CNC mode. Covers all models. Covers how to operate on all on
models as used on a variety of Harrison, Colchester and other makes of lathe.

